Abstract
I. Introduction I (a) Motivation
There has been a significant interest in large scale applications of biometrics for secure personal authentication systems. The superiority in using biometrics over the conventional methods for user authentication, such as passwords and tokens, comes from the two vital attributes of biometric information [1] , [3] : (i) it is unique to an individual and hard to duplicate when properly protected, and (ii) it validates the user and not the holder (given that (i) is true). Performance estimation is a key issue in the comparison † A conference version of this paper was presented in Aug. 2007 during ICB 2007, in Seoul, and is referred as [25] .
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of biometric trait and biometric system for usage in large scale secure access technology. The challenge lies in evolving indices that can provide measures for security, reliability, privacy in relation to the biometric information content [1] , [3] . Jain et al. [2] have discussed performance indices like FAR, FRR, GAR, ROC as measures for the imperfect accuracy in relation to signal capacity and representation limitations of the biometric template. The ROC of biometric system is a plot of GAR against FAR, which is defined from the genuine and imposter distributions for continuously varying thresholds. Error rates can be defined for a user as well as for all users in the database, for a continuously varying threshold [1] . Error rates, specified by thresholds on ROC, give some direction in choosing the operating point of biometric system. However, as a probability measure the error rate itself does not give much 'information' on the interplay between biometric signals (biometric matching scores, biometric features) of different users that define the probability space. Another limitation of error rate is that it specifies authentication performance as viewed by the decision block (classifier), at a given threshold and cost function. This means that performance measure based on the error rates firstly depend on thresholds and secondly, as probability measures it may be of limited use in describing the structure of signals constituting the sample space. We next discuss use of EER (equal error rate) as a performance measure [3] for comparing biometric systems and biometric traits.
The EER actually defines a fixed point on the ROC for which ( )
, given a database and matching function. Therefore, EER that is fixed, for a given database and matching function, is widely used in the comparison and evaluation of biometric systems [1] , [3] , [21] , [24] . However, a limitation of EER is that it does not give much insight on the achievable limit for performance of biometric system or of individual users in the database for reasons that shall now follow. Firstly, EER depends on the choice of training set and test set of biometric templates; hence, there may be a need for an average EER from different combinations of test and training sets. Secondly, a performance measure given by probability densities usually can aid in giving only point estimates of the qualitative or quantitative performance for the underlying sample space. EER is defined for a threshold on the ROC, and as discussed here it is evidently not a statistics generated directly from the complete 'signal space' comprising of users' biometric matching scores. Another performance measure of a biometric system can be given by CMC (cumulative match characteristic) that ranks biometric templates of all users in the database based on their relative accuracy in authentication [3] . As a performance indicator CMC provides a qualitative comparison among biometric templates for all users and has been related to ROC [3] , [21] . However, again CMC does not give much idea on inter-relation of users' based on their biometric information nor it provides a measure of the information content in biometric features or in matching scores.
In [4] , Jain et al. have suggested the need to model information content of biometric template in relation to the number of users that can be 'reliably' identified. We point out that the terms 'reliable' and 'reliability' as used here correspond to error free biometric authentication. So, instead of the probability measures, it would be interesting to develop some statistics using the signal space itself to formulate performance bound of biometric system in terms of signals (users) themselves. A key role of information theory [5] has been in providing the achievable limit to the performance of a signal (alternately, transmitter) over noisy transmission channel which is given by the signal capacity (Shannon capacity). Conventionally, information capacity or Shannon capacity [5] is based on an average signal to noise ratio (SNR) which is a ratio of the second order statistics of the desired signal(s) and the noise signal(s). For our purpose, the biometric information that assists in reliable authentication can model the desired signal. Similarly, the biometric information that assists in loss of reliable authentication can model the noise. In this work, we
propose that information capacity theorem [5] , [20] can be applied to the biometric authentication channel given that matching scores (genuine and imposter) can be modeled in terms of signal plus noise. In doing so, information capacity of a biometric authentication channel can be given by SNR estimated from second order statistics of matching scores. This formulation for information capacity is referred here after as the constrained capacity of the biometric system as it is proposed for finite number of users. Like Shannon capacity, it is fixed for a database (alternately, channel state information) and matching function (alternately, receiver system), independent of the choice of threshold. The proposed constrained capacity of a user quantifies authentication performance of the user biometric in presence of noise, given a database and matching function. This noise mainly arises due to noisy acquisitions of a user's biometric template and also due to the variance in biometric templates of the imposters. We propose that constrained capacity of the biometrics system will denote the number of users in the database that can be reliably authenticated, given a database and matching function. The information capacity of a signal transmission system is typically expressed in the units of bits/sec/hertz [13] . In this work, constrained capacity denotes the performance of a user or of biometric system expressed in terms of ( ) population user users reliable . It is necessary to point that the information capacity does not provide a measure for the error rate of the channel nor an answer to how erroneous is the channel. Information capacity gives a measure for the information rate of the source that can be transmitted reliably on a noisy channel. Similarly, we can expect that ROC derived measures and the proposed constrained capacity present two different aspects on the performance of biometric authentication. Finally, we point that the constrained capacity proposed here can also be used to motivate information capacity of a binary hypothesis testing problem.
I (b) Contributions
The key contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: (i) in Sections III and IV, we formulate and quantify constrained capacity of a biometric system based on the information capacity theorem [5] , [25] , [27] . This framework is shown to be useful for estimating the effective number of cohorts for the performance improvement [19] ; (ii) in Section V, we formulate constrained capacity for fixed fusion rules at score level [21] , [22] , (iii) in Section VI, we formulate false random correspondence of users based on their biometric features using a rate-distortion framework [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [20] ; and (iv) in Section VII, we present experimental analysis to illustrate (i) and (ii) using a real database of 100 users for palmprint and hand geometry biometrics. We also give experimental analysis that illustrates use of constrained capacity to estimate the relevance of feature subsets [26] and to measure the individuality of biometric features.
II. Outline of Previous Work

II (a) Prior Work on Capacity of Biometric System
We now briefly discuss prior work in the literature pertaining to capacity of biometric system.
Schmid et al. [6] outline a seminal approach in formulating performance indices like recognition capacity and reliability function of biometric system, refer Figure 1 . Their work did not support numerical results to illustrate these performance indices or demonstrate other applications using these performance indices. Some insights from [6] support the approach in [7] where authors have shown novel techniques to utilize the information in iris features for enhancing authentication. Figure 1 can be used to summarize the approach employed by Schimd et al. [6] to compute the recognition capacity of a biometric system. They first formulate maximization of mutual information between a query template from any user i given by i X and user templates j Y in the database. Mutual information itself is formulated based on information density which is based on distribution functions of the biometric features. Finally, capacity is formulated as the ensemble average of the maximum mutual information for all users. It should be noted that this formulation for capacity is only one of the many approaches known in the information theory literature. For ensemble averages to represent true estimates of the capacity, the approach detailed in [6] finds limited applications for biometric systems employing very large user database. We point the following as regards the seminal work of authors in [6] : (i) it employs biometric features as the signal of interest, (ii) it formulates information density by averaging over an asymptotic user population to give mutual information and (iii) it uses Chernoff bound to formulate a reliability function of biometric system ‡ . The method presented in [6] has some additional concerns that can be summarized as follows: (i) the biometric template data usually comprises of feature vectors which have high dimensions. Computing distributions of highly dimensional signals such as features in order to formulate the information density is computationally complex [13] . Computing correlation matrices of features or matrix inversion employing such correlations is also computationally complex [13] , [20] . The complexity is non-linear with the size of biometric features and user population [20] , (ii) assumption of i.i.d
(independent identically distributed) is essential to the approach shown in [6] . The following weakens the independence of features [3] , [17] : (a) increase in the dimensionality of features, and (b) increase in number of users. Furthermore, the assumption of identical distribution of a feature for all users is not a realistic assumption, as this undermines the user-specific nature of a feature [18] and finally, (iii) in biometric authentication, a matching score (not the features in query template) is the signal used for authentication.
Hence, it is unlikely to gain significant insights from a recognition capacity [6] based on biometric features for evaluating the authentication performance.
The approach formulating capacity in [6] is quite promising but subjective to the type of features and the technique used for feature representation. This approach may have limited practical utility due to a finite number of acquisitions and users available for validating its framework. This may be a possible reason as to why experimental results on the framework of [6] have not been reported, in our understanding of the literature. Furthermore, the approach developed in [6] when applied on an exhaustive set of users or templates will give performance of the biometric features. The performance expressed by capacity or reliability such as using [6] is independent of the choice of matcher which is a crucial block of the authentication system. Finally, we point out that a matching score is computed basically from the template features using a matching function. This means that capacity could be formulated for signals comprising of the biometric features as shown in [6] as also formulated for signals comprising of biometric matching scores as employed in this paper.
II (b) Prior work on Individuality of Biometrics
In this section we summarize prior work on individuality of biometrics from literature [8] , [9] , [11] .
Individuality is the characteristic of a biometric that defines a property to discriminate the users' based on biometric features, for more details refer [4] . Authors in [8] have detailed a promising approach to ascertain the individuality of fingerprint which is represented by minutiae points. Such feature representation localizes the minutiae from its position and orientation on the fingerprint image. Authors [8] employ an empirical tolerance circle or overlap between minutiae to determine the minutiae correspondence between fingerprints of different users in the population. The probability of false random correspondence (FRC) is obtained as Hyper geometric for minutiae position and binomial for minutiae orientation. The FRC for fingerprint is obtained as the product of these distributions. Zhu et al. [9] have incorporated mixture models with Gaussian distribution for minutiae position and Von-Mises distribution for minutiae orientation. They also employ an empirical tolerance for minutiae position and orientation to obtain an expression for FRC.
The FRC obtained by them is Poisson distributed. Interestingly, individuality or discriminability offered by the biometrics [4] depends not only on the biometric features but also on the feature representation method.
This latter property of individuality is not captured in these models, as also these models quantify FRC specifically for fingerprint.
In [11] Other significant contributions that show individuality model for iris can also be seen in Bolle et al. [12] . In Section VI, we will show that the notion of distortion or tolerance can be connected to feature representation and finally to the individuality of the biometrics. We also point that individuality has been formulated based on feature level information.
III. Noisy Authentication Channel: Review of Shannon Capacity
In his seminal work Shannon showed communication model [5] , [13] with a source which generates i.i.d
(independent identically distributed) symbols S given by an entropy ) (S h . In his basic model these symbols were transmitted on an additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGN) given by N ( Figure 2 ).
Shannon formulated two powerful theorems, widely known as the source coding theorem and information capacity or capacity theorem in the literature [5] , [20] . Of these two, we first consider the information capacity theorem that in our framework is used to formulate a limit on information of user biometrics (some characteristic of the user biometric like matching score) from a noisy recognition channel for reliable authentication. The information in user biometric and its reliability measure has a maximum (sometimes referred as suprenum) as an achievable limit to authentication performance, given a database and matching function, which defines our framework for capacity of a biometric authentication system [5] .
Consider the channel model with input to channel given by a Gaussian source ) , 0 (
, where G S denotes the average power per symbol in signal constellation [16] . Let S represent the statistics from desired signals or signals that aid reliable authentication. Similarly, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
representing the noisy channel is given as
. Thus, N represents the noise statistics or the mechanisms that limit reliable authentication. Finally, capacity denoted by 'C' can be expressed in terms of a signal to noise ratio (SNR) given by 
The choice of Gaussian distribution is motivated by the following facts: (a) in the cumulative sense it tends to be a good reflection of most real world distributions [17] , (b) it has the highest entropy for a given variance and is therefore useful in formulating bounds. This means that a Gaussian source under a power constraint results in the maximization of mutual information to give capacity. As also,
Gaussian for noise offers a maximization of noise entropy which means transmitting on a very noisy channel [20] , and (c) its closed form expression for entropy is analytically tractable [13] .
Capacity, in Equation (1), is given in terms of bits/sec/hertz and defines a ceiling for the average information rate that can be reliably transmitted on the noisy channel. Capacity as given in Equation (1) gives an average performance measure [5] of the information rate bearing ability of the channel. It solely depends on the average statistics of the signal information and noise information to estimate the signal to noise ratio. In the crux, Shannon's classic work [27] edifies that error free transmission is possible by operating/transmitting at information rates below the capacity (channel capacity). The operational usage of capacity as a performance measure in this work can be motivated by considering the capacity [5] under the following three settings: when capacity is less than one, equal to one and greater than one. In all these cases, transmitting information actually implies transmitting information in one use of the channel. When capacity is less than one then we can reliably transmit only fraction of the source rate on the channel.
When capacity is equal to one then the information system is said to have achieved the channel capacity.
It means that source information at this rate can be transmitted reliably on the channel. Finally, when capacity is greater than one then a source rate greater than the given information rate can be reliably transmitted on the channel. Once, SNR has been formulated from known statistics of the biometric then Equation (1) may be used to quantify capacity of the biometric system.
An important assumption underlying Shannon's formulation of capacity is the law of large numbers. Law of large numbers assumes long delays on the channel or a large number of transmitted symbols. One of the main motivations for this is that long observations ensure a stable channel or a stationary stochastic channel. However, when the channel is stationary for smaller delays then the requirement of large numbers can be relaxed. So for example, a BPSK (bipolar phase shift keying) transmission associates only two levels of phase information or symbols [14] , [16] transmitted over AWGN [27] for which the capacity can be quantified by Equation (1). However, a large enough number of such 2-ary signals are assumed for transmission for which the noise model of the channel is stable [5] .
At the same time, when channel is non-stationary such as when fading, shadowing, Doppler and so on, then an average SNR is employed to estimate the information capacity. Following Shannon's expository work alternate approaches were developed in the literature [13] , [20] that derive results given in Shannon's theorems. These models formulate capacity using optimization and game theoretic approaches.
IV. Constrained Capacity of Biometric Authentication System: Proposed Framework
In this section we combine tools developed so far to propose a new model for formulating 'constrained' capacity of the biometric system. The term constrained refers to capacity formulated from matching scores for a fixed choice of matching function and database. Hereafter, capacity will mean the constrained capacity unless specifically stated as otherwise. From signal theory perspective [14] , [16] , M users in the database . This can be used to formulate the genuine and imposter distributions for user m. The matching scores (both genuine and imposter) so generated employ all templates of a user, without partitioning the database into test and training sets. The motivation for using all templates in the database is that it gives feasibility for formulating constrained capacity based on the complete state information of the noisy authentication channel. This is identical to estimating information capacity of a communication system with complete state information or complete knowledge of the noisy channel [15] . It may also be noted that authors in [6] have used all the biometric templates in the database for formulating the recognition capacity, without partitioning the biometric database into test and training sets. A challenging problem in developing constrained capacity based on matching scores is that different users will have different sample spaces of matching scores (genuine and imposter distributions). Therefore it is very difficult to define a unique probability space [17] .
In the following we discuss an approach that resolves this issue and facilitate formulating SNR of the biometric system. index. The next step is to model the noisy channel representing variability in genuine and imposter matching scores. In Section III we pointed out that Gaussian distribution can be justifiable from the central limit theorem [17] to characterize the noise/dispersion of scores due to cumulative effects. It also offers significant operational ease. In the same discussion some information theoretic properties of Gaussian were also cited that supports its wide applicability in many frameworks. Importantly, empirical observations based on the histograms of matching scores (genuine and imposter) for our database show a close agreement with Gaussian. So, we propose that information symbols 
The authentication block in Figure 2 receives noisy versions for all M users (hence M-ary signal space).
Here each symbol is a signal pair
from the genuine and imposter distributions of m. This concludes formulating an M-ary signal space model for M-ary hypotheses testing problem [14] . This model is similar to Neyman-Pearson type used in jamming/intrusion systems [16] , with target A and interferer B. [1] , [3] and are similar to SNR as used here from information theory [5] . performance under noisy transmission, (ii) since binary hypothesis testing is essentially -two category classification, therefore we propose to choose antipodal signal set, with a correlation coefficient of -1. This mainly implies that a genuine hypothesis is negatively correlated with the imposter hypothesis for a given user / signal pair [5] , and; (iii) the entries in
are user specific [18] and as such can be considered to be uncorrelated [17] for different users. A similar heuristic reasoning may be applied to the point-estimates (median) comprising the imposter set Figure 4 further simplifies the model by incorporating the worst case noise from genuine and imposter distributions [5] , [7] . This aids in proposing an effective AWGN channel given by
. The final formulation for the linear additive channel model from this is given by equation (2-c), [7] :
For this the SNR can be given as:
Once the SNR has been characterized for the authentication channel, we can now apply the information capacity theorem [13] , [15] to propose constrained capacity of the biometric authentication channel.
Constrained capacity of biometric authentication system:
A real valued function of SNR (estimated from system database) which gives a suprenum on the average number of users that can be reliably authenticated.
A symbol or signal pair in
corresponds to a user; hence, the number of symbols transmitted in one use of the authentication channel is the same as the number of users. Therefore, the units of constrained capacity can be given as the number of users reliably authenticated per number of users in the database. The constrained capacity of the biometric authentication system is denoted as C 1 and is given as: processing of biometric features. So, the numerical range of SNR is mainly determined by the biometric trait followed by the database size and the quality of biometric templates. Therefore, we conjecture that constrained capacity of authentication system for a given biometric trait might not vary over many orders.
In other information systems signal statistics can be controlled easily and dynamically by power variation, coding-modulation variation and other means to combat noise. This results in a large variation in capacity of other information systems owing to a flexible signal design. Finally, we observe that a variation of Equation (4) can be used to formulate the constrained capacity per user denoted as m C . This gives the authentication performance for a user and can be given as:
Constrained capacity can be useful to give the change in performance due to new information (signal or noise). Given that the signal information is uncorrelated to existing signals, second order statistics of this information can be added in the numerator of the SNR indicating additional power gains from desired signal. Similarly, additional noise statistics can be incorporated in the denominator. One such example is that of capacity enhancement that can result from incorporating user-quality indices at score level [18] . If we apply the fact that m g ∧ is user-specific, as in it is different for different users, then the variability in with all other users' median genuine scores can give the user-specific signal set for this user. Performing this difference for every l gives the user-specific signal set for the database that can be given as
. It was earlier mentioned in this section that We next investigate additional performance gains, in terms of capacity, achieved by incorporating the non-matching scores that are in the vicinity of a user's matching score given by m g ∧ . In the inception of cohorts, Authors in [19] have shown that an extended score template comprising of the 'neighborhood' nonmatching scores (inter-user) along with a genuine matching score gives substantial improvement in the recognition accuracy. However, not all the non-matching scores (imposters) are useful for constructing the cohort set of a user. This means that the imposter users with close matching scores that lie in neighborhood of a genuine user, the closeness determined by the respective matching scores, can guarantee an increased confidence level. It can be expected that non-matching scores towards the tail of the distributions may not contribute significantly to the confidence level. Cohorts define the imposter users that constitute this nonmatching neighborhood space of a genuine user, and as such may be regarded as 'signal' information [13] , [19] . We point that a biometric system is similar to multi-user detection system where a user's detection can be enhanced by incorporating the information of multi-user interference, refer Verdù [13] . The 'dominant interfering users' in a multi-user information system [13] are similar to the 'cohort users' that constitute an appended decision space in [19] and can be used to significantly improve in the authentication accuracy. We now pose two different problems to be tackled in our framework of constrained capacity:
firstly, to formulate the constrained capacity of the biometric system that employs cohorts, and secondly, to determine the dominant interferers or close non-matching users to a given user.
We now outline the framework for formulating the constrained capacity with cohorts. It is proposed to show one possible selection of cohorts using σ 3 bound which is a loose probability bound in
Chebyschev sense [17] . This bound mainly considers the non-matching scores lying within 99.7%
probability coverage about the median genuine score (but not including it) on the genuine distribution. The rule of σ 
So far, we have discussed formulation of constrained capacity for various settings. Next, constrained capacity is proposed for determining the dominant interferers or cohort users. Let C denote a generic constrained capacity of the biometric system. For M users in the database, based on the framework of constrained capacity the number of users that can be reliably identified ( χ ) can be given as:
Let us consider the case when our authentication channel is unreliable, i.e. when the constrained capacity C is less than one. For this, let C be such that 1 0
. We define C as the maximum average unreliability of the biometric authentication system in terms of the users in the database. Thus, C quantifies unreliability of the authentication channel in units of (unreliable users/ users in database). The number of unreliable users can be viewed as the number of dominant interferers or cohorts (N) and can be given as:
For a database of M users, greater the value of C, smaller is the effective number of cohort users estimated by Equation (9) . This is particularly expected for highly individual or strong biometrics. For such biometrics, C is expected to get closer to 1 (also, validated by experimental results in Section VII). It may be noted that the actual number of effective cohorts vary from user to user.
V. Constrained Capacity of Multi modal Biometric Systems for Score level Fusion
In this section, we investigate use of constrained capacity to evaluate performance of fusion rules at score level. In biometrics literature several architectures have been shown that give fusion methodologies to justify superior performance achieved by multimodal biometric systems [4] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] . In fusionalgorithms authentication is performed after consolidating features or matching scores or decisions; thus resulting in three different levels of fusion. Multimodal biometrics systems achieve superior performance by exploiting information diversity which increases the distance measures (individuality) between users [21] . Score level fusion can be performed by consolidating matching scores from multiple representations of a biometrics or by consolidating outputs from multiple matchers [21] , [22] .
We now develop a framework to evaluate score level fusion methods. Score level fusion: Let } , { . The function Ψ denotes a fusion operation which could be weighted sum, difference, log product, max rule, and min rule on component scores [21] . Equation (4) can be used once we can formulate SNR following the fusion. The statistics using Effectiveness of fusion rule can now be measured by computing capacity using Equation (10) and comparing this to capacity obtained from component modalities or matchers using Equation (4).
Experimental results on score level fusion using hand geometry and palmprint biometrics are detailed in Section VII.
VI. False Random Correspondence Probability: Performance of the Biometric trait
Rate-distortion subsumes a major contribution in information theory for problems on source coding [20] .
This was shown by Shannon in his treatise [5] , [13] and is known as coding theorem for source. Source coding or feature representation often aids in finding efficient methods to represent the biometric source given its statistics. In this process, some attributes that constitute inherent properties of the biometric source can be formulated and quantified. Thus study of statistics at feature level leads to performance index of the biometric trait itself [16] . An attribute such as uniqueness and distinctiveness is important for evaluating the scalability of a biometrics system, given a method of authentication [1] . Individuality measures this uniqueness and distinctiveness offered by the biometric features. The type of features and the feature representation both influence the discriminability offered by a biometric trait. The source coding theorem [20] can be invoked to estimate the optimal number of bits required to 'uniquely' represent a source. The minimum rate condition at a distortion defines an inherent characteristic of an information source, as shown by information models in [20] . Similarly, the rate-distortion framework can be proposed for formulating a measure of the inherent information in biometrics or biometric individuality.
In biometrics literature, individuality is related to and expressed in terms of the probability of false random correspondence (FRC) [8] , [9] , [11] , [24] , [25] . The author's in [8] model FRC for the fingerprint biometric by employing an empirical tolerance which actually is tolerable distortion measure, as we introduce later in this section. Similarly, Zhu et al. [9] have obtained FRC of fingerprint biometric using mixture models that generate minutiae features for an empirical estimate of tolerance or distortion. Section II (b) presents a brief review of prior work on FRC.
We define Individuality: As the minimum rate achievable for an information source comprising of biometric features from different users (one template per user), subject to a distortion given byδ. False Random Correspondence (FRC): FRC can be defined as the average probability that users based on their biometric trait are similar, under a given similarity criteria.
In documenting iris as a highly individual biometric, Daugman [11] showed variability measures in iris features represented by two-dimensional Gabor features. The distribution of normalized hamming distance or degrees of freedom of features, the features given by phase information of iris biometric, was shown to fit a binomial distribution. A binomial distribution of distortion measure given by the degrees of freedom with peak at 0.5 depicts strong independence among features of iris biometric. This also signifies a maximum entropy code for the binomial distribution which can be realized as sum of independent Bernoulli features (given by 1 or 0) [2] . However, after [11] there has been little work on random correspondence on a rate distortion framework. A plausible explanation for this could be that Daugman's approach used an exhaustive database. Thus work in [11] illustrated an empirical model for uniqueness of iris which represents an accurate estimate for very large population. By encoding phase variations using hamming distance, [11] applies a hamming distortion metric to locally source code partitions of the template along trajectory in the iris. This condition also provides a 'maximally spaced' code book since entropy of this distribution (which is binomial distributed) peaks at 0.5, a clairvoyant choice in favor of the Gabor representation. It is therefore reasonable to infer that uniqueness and individuality are dependent on the choice of feature representation. Applying rate-distortion concepts [20] it is proposed that approach employed in [8] , [9] as well as [11] are two related manifestations of a more general approach. The ratedistortion frame work (refer appendix) will be revived to propose that: (i) individuality is a property of biometrics that depends on feature representation, and (ii) individuality can be formulated in terms of FRC for a distortion constraintδ. Condition of a minimum information rate for an average distortion constraint is equivalent to condition of average information rate for minimum distortion, as shown in [20] . For a choice of feature representation (PCA, LDA, ICA, Gabor phase information, etc.) and for a given distortion constraintδ, smaller the rate-distortion more efficient is the representation. In that sense, rate-distortion is a direct measure of individuality. We propose to use minimum distortion condition on a source code book comprising of biometric features for formulating FRC of generic biometrics. This approach is rationally similar to that discussed in [20] and is used to develop the corollary here. 
We use result given in appendix A. For expression of rate-distortion refer [20] . Expressing information rate
in terms of entropies given by variable h.
We use the following inequality for biometric source coding model based on minimizing the rate-distortion constraint as given in [20] : 
is important to tighten the inequality further in Equation (12) . Thus, k independent observations (appendix)
is a discrete random variable, } { k d gives independent realizations of K random variables for K different features. We define
that consolidates realizations from K independent partitions or independent random variables. Equation (14) shows addition of entropies from all partitions or feature sets to give the rate for ∧ F . Hamming distortion D comes from independent features and can be characterized by binomial distribution parameterized by ) , ( N p f [10] . Equation (14) can be minimized if the entropy
We point that the minimum rate condition using Equation (14) can also be viewed as a test for a feature representation method that optimally extracts uniqueness from biometric source, given a distortion constraint. Conversely, feature representation for which the above condition is achieved gives optimal ratedistortion. As a direct illustration, we can cite the Iris Code and its optimality in capturing uniqueness of iris biometric using a Gabor phase representation [11] .
The corollary with propositions presented in this section can easily lead to formulating the false random correspondence probability of biometrics. If, we approximate
where δ denotes tolerable distortion which can be the Hamming distance for binarized features. An empirical tolerance threshold (as also used in [8] , [9] , [11] ) given by δ will correspond to a conditional
. An exponent of conditional entropy to base 2 (assuming binarization of features) gives the average total number of sequences that lie within a Hamming radius ofδ around the given features. This leads to formulating the expression for FRC as follows:
Clearly, from Equation (15), an increase inδ reflects greater distortion, thereby increasing the numerator with conditional entropy in the exponent. This will result in a higher false correspondence. The basic form of entropy function will depend on the choice of feature representation and the biometric trait. An interesting observation from this section is in noting that the Equation (15) gives the zero noise (genuine and imposter noise) reliability of the biometric system. Thus, Equation (15) defines a minimum (best) error rate of a noiseless biometric system, for a user population M. It may also be noted that Equation (15) can give an accurate estimation of FRC if distance distributions were computed for large user population
(asymptotically), as also indicated in [11] .
It may be noted that the prior approaches [8] , [9] have regarded intra-class variance of biometric features as a limiting factor for individuality of the biometric. We may not have directly employed this in our formulation. Our formulation employs one biometric template per user each time, for M users, and then estimates entropies based on the template features. We estimate FRC using Equation (15), each time for a different set of templates for the M users while still keeping the one template per user condition. We average the FRC computed in this manner from different combinations of templates for M users. This finally gives us an estimate of FRC which characterizes performance of a given biometric trait.
VII. Experiments and Discussion (A) Unimodal Capacity
In order to estimate real values of biometric capacity formulated in section 4, we perform experiments on real biometric samples. The hand images from 100 users (10 images from each) were acquired from the digital camera using unconstrained peg-free setup in indoor environment. The extraction of palmprint region and hand-shape images from each of the acquired images is similar as detailed in [26] . The Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) is used for the characterization of unique palmprint texture. Each of the 300 × 300 pixels palmprint image is divided into 24 × 24 pixels overlapping blocks. The extent of this overlapping has been empirically selected as 6 pixels. Thus we obtain 144 separate blocks from each palmprint image. The standard deviation of DCT coefficients, obtained from each of the overlapping blocks, is used to characterize the region. Thus we obtain a feature vector of 144 values for the palmprint biometric. The simultaneously extracted hand-shape image is used to extract 23 hand geometry features. The details on the feature extraction methodology are available in [26] . The class genuine and imposter score distributions, using Euclidean distance, were generated to extract the following parameters:
2 c σ . Table 1 summarizes the system parameters useful for estimating constrained capacity. The texture features extracted from the palmprint and the hand geometry features are expected to be highly uncorrelated. Table 2 shows the constrained capacity given by Equations (4), (5) and (6) . From Table 2 , we observe that 1 C for palmprint is much higher than the 1 C for hand geometry. Similar trend can also be observed for 2 C and 3 C of palmprint biometric which are also higher than 2 C and 3 C of hand geometry biometric. From this we can conclude that palmprint biometric gives a superior authentication performance than hand geometry biometric. Table 2 also summarizes the number of cohorts based on Equation (9) . In this C from incorporating cohorts is about 50 % more than 1 C which denotes the constrained capacity without cohorts. Authors in [19] have also suggested significant increase in classification accuracy by using cohort information, thus verifying the proposed framework. .
(B) Constrained Capacity with Ranked Features
The objective of our experiments in this section is to ascertain change in constrained capacity with the addition of relevant features. In this experiment, 144 features from each of the real palmprint images were firstly ranked in the order of their merit using correlation-based feature selection algorithm as illustrated in [26] . Each of these 144 ranked features were partitioned into 12 features per partition, and used to generate statistics to compute the constrained capacity by augmenting more and more ranked features. The increase in constrained capacity is gradual but slow in the first few partitions of adding features. The gradient becomes zero after about 72 features ( Figure 5 ) and is influenced by: (i) signal to noise ratio of the chosen feature partition, and (ii) loss of relevancy from the redundant features. It may be noted that Authors in [26] have shown 69 irrelevant features from the same dataset, thus verifying the proposed framework. This experiment suggests that irrelevant (redundant) features do not contribute in increasing the constrained capacity or performance of biometric authentication. From Figure 5 , we also point that the constrained capacity finally stabilizes at 0.33 after 69 relevant features, which is in agreement with value obtained in Table 2 . The efficacy of biometric features in providing discriminatory information for authentication in literature [4] , [8] , [9] has been given in terms of the FRC; discussed with respect to fingerprint biometric.
Authors in [8] use an empirical model to estimate overlap of minutiae based features and employ an empirical tolerance to estimate probability of random correspondence of fingerprint biometric. Authors in [9] , give a more accurate model that captures the second order statistics for variability of minutiae based features to train a mixture model used in estimating probability of random correspondence.
We now show that constrained capacity can also give a measure for the discriminability or individuality [4] of biometric features. Hand geometry features used in this experiment are basically hand shape features extracted from the same hand image used to extract the palmprint biometric [26] .
Individuality of biometric features can be measured by first selecting a set of features from biometric templates in the database and computing the constrained capacity for this selection. Figure 6 depicts plot two points given by 3 features and 9 features on the x-axis, constrained capacity is seen to change (increase) by 0.04. This means that the 6 additional hand geometry features correspond to a differential information measure of 0.04 (user per population). This works out to give a performance gain of 4 users for 100 users in our case and can be interpreted as follows. For a database of 100 users and using Equation (9), we may conclude that adding 6 hand geometry features shall maintain the authentication performance as before, even after adding 4 users in the database. Thus, the differential information of 0.04 is equivalent to and can be expressed by an alternate gain given in terms of 4 additional users for the same authentication performance. Let us now consider the change in capacity at two points given by 9 features and 20 features as can be seen in Figure 6 , the change in capacity is (-0.061). This indicates a loss of individuality quantified by (-0.061) as a result of adding the 11 features.
Constrained capacity depends on SNR as seen in Equation (4) Figure 6 it can be seen that authentication performance is optimum for 15 hand geometry features. We also see that the constrained capacity from hand geometry features is constant at 0.224 at 23 features; which is in agreement with Table 2 . A similar analysis can be done from experiments that discuss relevance of features for palmprint biometric, Figure 5 . From Figure 5 and Figure 6 , it may be concluded that given a database, constrained capacity conveys a measure of individuality or discriminability of biometric features. It may be noted that Authors in [26] have also shown 15 relevant features from the same dataset, thus verifying the proposed framework. We can therefore conclude that constrained capacity as seen in Figures 5, 6 can be used to: (i) quantify the information in feature subsets, and (ii) sort the biometric features in their order of relevance.
(C) Constrained Capacity for Score level Fusion (Palmprint and Hand geometry) Table 3 summarizes experimental values of constrained capacity using different score level fusion rules.
Fixed combination rules such as sum, product, weighted sum, logarithm of product were investigated to observe the variation in the constrained capacity from the score level fusion of scores from hand geometry and palmprint biometric. The constrained capacity is computed from the distribution of genuine and imposter scores as formulated in Section V. The experimental results illustrated in Table 3 suggest that the log-product rule gives best performance among the investigated fusion rules. Essentially, log-product function will nonlinearly scale scores from each modality, so that smaller values of score are boosted in each set to enhance the distance measures 2 m d , this seems a plausible reason for its superior performance.
Sum rule is known to perform better in score level fusion while consolidating matching scores from the relatively correlated feature set [23] . Product rule gives a superior performance over weighted sum rule, in our case when combining matching scores from the independent feature sets. Weighted sum rule was employed with weights that are varied continuously in the interval [0, 1]. Constrained capacity is used in this experiment to determine optimal weights. As seen in Figure 7 , the maximum constrained capacity of 0.46 occurs for the weights 0.6 (palmprint) and 0.4 (hand geometry). In order to compare these results we examine an alternate method to determine the optimal choice of weights. Firstly, we partition biometric templates of each user into 8 training templates and 2 test templates. The matching scores from both modalities are normalized so in the range [0, 1]. Fusion of scores from the two modalities is then performed using weights that vary in [0, 1], in steps of 0.1. For a given combination of weights, all matching scores after fusion are used to generate the genuine and imposter matching scores. Finally, to determine an equal error point, a threshold is observed for which the number of genuine scores (false rejects) lying above this threshold is equal to the number of imposter scores (false accepts) lying below the threshold. This condition gives equal error count as a unique value, for a given combination of weights, using all matching scores for which the number of false accepts are same as the number of false rejects. It can be observed from Table 4 that the smallest equal error count occurs for weights 0.6 on palmprint and 0.4 on hand geometry. This concurs with our results using constrained capacity which attains maximum at 0.46 for these weights, refer Figure 7 . Constrained capacity can be computed for individual users using Equation (5) and is illustrated in Figure 8 and 11. It is utilized for (a) estimating effective number of cohort users per user as seen in Figures 10 and   13 , (b) stability of the database in terms of the variability in constrained capacity for users. Notable are the distributions (histograms) of constrained capacity over user population depicted in Figures 9 and 12 . In this, a biometrics with a higher individuality can be expected to have location parameters of its distribution (median values) close to one. This can be observed by comparing Figures 9 and 12 which suggest that hand geometry is a weak biometrics, while palmprint can be considered as a stronger biometrics. 
VIII. Conclusions
This paper has developed a new framework for constrained capacity as performance index of the user as well as the biometric system, given the database and matching function. In sections III-IV, constrained capacity of biometric system was formulated using second order statistics of the biometric information given in terms of a SNR. For this, the available biometric information must be categorized as signal or noise information, as seen in the statistics listed in Table 2 . In real biometric applications we come across a finite population of users and their biometric templates, and hence the information capacity theorem gives a constrained capacity of the biometric system. A significant advantage of constrained capacity developed in this work is that it gives a unified framework to evaluate authentication performance in terms of users, where as the traditional analysis employs probabilistic measures in terms of matching scores. Experiments in Section VII illustrate the use of constrained capacity in evaluating the authentication performance of biometric system and for a given user as seen in Figure 8 and Figure 11 . The histogram plots in Section VII substantiate that palmprint biometric can give a superior authentication performance than hand geometry, as seen in Figure 9 and Figure 12 . This paper has illustrated the usage of constrained capacity in estimating the relevance of biometric features [26] as well as in quantifying a measure of information or individuality of biometric features [4] , as seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Finally, this work has also demonstrated use of constrained capacity for comparing some widely used score level fusion strategies, as seen in Table 3 and Figure 7 . In conclusion, we can expect that constrained capacity may serve as computationally simple to handle and a useful performance tool in gaining important information theoretic insights for the design and evaluation of biometrics systems in the future.
In Section VI of this work, the probability of false correspondence of users based on their biometric features was developed using the source coding theorem. This paper has formulated a unifying framework to estimate FRC of a generic biometric trait given the intra-class biometric variance, and feature representation technique. This work has investigated the role of feature representation in characterizing the individuality of users' based on the biometric information content. In our opinion, biometric features constitute a natural code from the physical and behavioral characteristics of humans. Thus, a realistic model for quantifying the biometric variance and FRC will need detailed investigation in areas of evolution and sciences. We therefore feel that a holistic study of individuality is apparently closer to epigenetic and information theory than to information theory alone. We rephrase the need of Gaussian assumption to source coding (based on estimation theory) -For Gaussian distribution under mean sq. error, the conditional mean of { Let the K-different features per template be uncorrelated (for every K k ∈ , features are of different type hence we employ the uncorrelated approximation). Idea is to source code each K k ∈ features and then concatenate the K code blocks to generate the template code. We prove the stated result for some k , which can be easily generalized under uncorrelatedness to all K features. 
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Definitions: Let the random variable
